
Anti-counterfeit 
blockchain solutions 
for the CDB market
Make consumer safety and brand protection 
your no. 1 priority. It’s the Uniqo way!



About us

Uniqo is a U.S. based tech company leveraging blockchain 

technology and Near Field Communication (NFC) to protect against 

the trade of counterfeit cannabidiol (CBD) products. Traceability of 

provenance is one of the main advantages blockchain brings to 

CBD space, giving consumers access to a fully visible and 

distributed product ledger containing comprehensive records of a 

product’s supply chain. 

We build anti-counterfeit and anti-tamper 
technologies on the blockchain



Problems

$1.8Trillon
A comprehensive report released today by NetNames, a leading online

brand protection company, reviews the “global pandemic” of counterfeit

goods flooding the consumer market, particularly through online

channels. The report, “Counting the Cost of Counterfeiting,” finds that the

proliferation and purchase of fake branded goods have exploded, raising

serious dangers for brand holders and consumers alike, with online

pharmaceuticals being the worst affected. Additionally the review

outlines the ongoing role of China in bringing the vast majority of these

goods into U.S. and European markets.

Global Cost of Counterfeiting70%

800x

CDB Products Mislabeled

Synthetic cannabinoids are up to 
800 times more potent than 
natural THC



Blockchain

Product provenance lives on an immutable 
public ledger visible by all, secure and 

tamper free. 


Near Field Communication

Easy network access and a seamless data 
sharing experience at the tap of a smartphone 

device.
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Anti-Counterfeit Tech

Blockchain and NFC security tags 
protects product integrity and 

safeguards customers.
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Solutions

Supply Chain Visibility

Real time access to lab reports and 
certifications
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Consumer Marketing

Leverage collected customer information into 
engaging customer acquisition and retention 

marketing strategies.


Loyalty Programs

Reward customers for purchases 
originating from tapping security tags.
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Consumer Safety

Give consumers the peace of mind 
they are purchasing safe and anti-
tampered products for them and their 
loved ones.

! Accesibilty

NFC product labels provide consumers 
a highly accessible and transparent 
way to verify products, with a simple 
tap of a phone.

 Product Tegistry

Utilize incorruptible smart contracts to 
embed products SKUs and establish 
product provenance on the Ethereum 
blockchain.



IP Protection

Protect your products and brand 
reputation against counterfeit versions 
sold in the black market. 

H Corporate Responsibility

Differentiate your brand by leveraging 
anti-counterfeit and anti-tampering 
technology, with consumer safety a 
top priority.

C Product Analytics 

Learn more about product sales and 
consumer behavior, creating new 
marketing channels and loyalty 
programs to engage with your 
customers.
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Visibility over the CBD supply chain begins with Uniqo's blockchain powered security tags

Blockchain & NFC technology benefits



Blockchain Technology

Blockchain technology enables distributed public ledgers that hold immutable data 

in a secure and encrypted way and ensure that transactions can never be altered. 

While Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are the most popular examples of 

blockchain usage, this “distributed ledger technology” (DLT) is finding a broad 

range of uses. Data storage, financial transactions, real estate, asset management 

and many more uses are being explored.  

Case in point UNIQO

Immutable and Transparent



UNIQO Security Tags

Our Tamper Loop tags are equipped with the new NXP NTAG 213 

TT chip type. In the event of  product being opened or tampered, a 

detection wire within the NTAG 213 TT  Tamper Tag permanently 

stores the occurrence of event.

Data programmed within the Tamper Tag can be changed or 

redirected to different URLs or to different memory sheets.

The structure design of the Tamper Tag is designed to change in 

case of removal or tampering. 

NFC NTAG213TT 
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Our NFC security tags are the first in the world  

to be powered by a blockchain , utilizing the 

ERC-721 standard  on the Ethereum blockchain.  

The ERC-721 standard is a non-fungible smart 

contracts  unique to each security tag , ensure 

tamper-proof,  anti-counterfeit, traceability, 

consumer data collection and loyalty programs 

for consumers. 

UNIQO App Welcome to



Communicating with 
blockchain

Tapping product will begin a 
thorough scan of product 

provenance stored on a unique 
smart contract in the Ethereum 

Blockchain.   

Using NFC communication, which 

is native to all iPhone and 

Android smartphones,  a simple 

tap of a product will trigger the

mobile app to automatically read 

the encrypted data on the tag 

and verify its authenticity. 

How it Works



If the seal is unbroken, the app will 
read SEAL. The consumer can opt to 

get additional product information or
scan additional products

How it Works

Confirmed



How it Works

From the product information the 
consumer can engage via social media to 
the product manufacture and or retailers. 

Customer Engagement



How it Works

Broken Tag

If security  tag has been tampered at retail point 
of sale, the consumer can notify product 

manufacturer or retailer in order  to recall 
product from inventory.  

Once  a seal is broken after purchase, a 
consumer can participate in the loyalty program 

or engage with brand through social media. 



How it Works

Fake Tag

Each UNIQO tag is encrypted and individually 
registered on the blockchain making each tag 

immutable and hacker proof.

Fake positives can happen at a rate of 0.001%, 
but normally a re-scan to an original UNIQO tag 

can self correct.



Thank you

Protecting brands one tap at a time


